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 You can record, convert and edit videos like AVI, MPG, 3GP, VOB, MP4, and WMV with the recorded videos. It has the
features of screen recording and screen capture of image,video, sound, music, web page, flash game and more. * support save
screen video as MP4, MOV, VOB, MKV, WMV, AVI video with screen recording. The video format * record screen at one

click, easy operation for screen recording. * it can record with the other application running on the same computer
simultaneously. * it has a screen recording section to set the area, and start or stop when recording. * it has the recording options

of screen play and video effect * it has the settings to set the screen content position, and the screen recording size * it can be
used to convert the screen video to MP3, AAC, M4A, and OGG format. * it can record the video and audio, you can make a
recording as you need. * it has the settings to record the audio automatically, the video will not stop. * it has the video, audio,
webcam, microphone and web camera * you can resize and crop the recorded area, or put in any size in video. * you can add

sound and video effect * you can adjust the speed, volume, and enable or disable audio and video. * it has a face-capture screen
* you can add the space and path to save the recorded video. * you can get the latest version of Screen Recorder for Free
directly from our website. * we test and improve our software frequently. * we provide you the latest version of Screen

Recorder for Free. * we update it frequently. * we provide free help in this application. Use this app to record and save video
from your desktop or mobile devices. you can save multiple videos to your phone memory at a time!you can record video from
your camera,web cam,microphone,screen and more.it has the ability to capture video from webcam, camera or screen,and save

it as a MP4 file. The video format can be
avi,wma,mp4,mkv,3gp,3g2,mov,m4v,mpg,m4a,wav,flv,ogg,asf,wmv,m2v,tiff,m4b,avi,m4r,qt,qt-faststart,rtsp,vnd 82157476af
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